IBIZA

TECHNOLOGY TO ENJOY

IBIZA 5D
PERFECTLY IN TUNE
Youthful spirit has always been the beating heart of the SEAT Ibiza. A car that ﬁzzes
with fun while laying down some serious performance. And now the SEAT Ibiza
continues in the same groove. But how do you improve a classic?

The Ibiza is sharper and more dynamic than ever. Taut lines respect it’s sporty nature,
and the remodeled front end has a deﬁnite glint of mischief in its headlights.

Inside it’s just as sharp. Unmistakable quality and attention to detail enhance an
already thrilling ride, as does cutting edge technology.

On the road the racy three-door SC, gutsy ﬁve-door hatch, and versatile ST estate are
driven by a state-of-the-art range of engines, combining impressive environmental
performance with sheer exhilaration.

With so much passion and innovation in the mix, whatever your rhythm, you’ll ﬁnd

IBIZA 5D

the SEAT Ibiza perfectly in tune.

A BRAND NEW
CROWD PLEASER
But always a classic
Isn’t it great when you get everything just right? For the Ibiza ﬁve-door that meant
creating the perfect blend of versatility and desirability. Ingredients that were
adhered to when this classic was updated. Honing them into the perfect mix with
Bi-Xenon headlamps¹, with optional front and rear LED lights², remodelled design
lines, bumpers, front grille, and a choice of alloy wheels and colours. With all of
these changes you might think that it’s a completely different car, but in fact we’ve
just made it more of the same car. Just completely refreshed. More innovation,
higher quality specs, but same the fun, sporty, practical, versatile and trend setting
SEAT Ibiza that you’ve known for over 25 years.

¹ Standard for CUPRA.

² Standard for FR.

IBIZA 5D

IBIZA SC
MORE BEATS PER MINUTE
It’s what SC really stands for
SC stands for Sport Coupé. In other words, it stands for thrilling performance and eye-catching style. And the Ibiza SC
certainly lives up to its name.

Broad shoulders, sharp lines and ﬂ ared wheel arches are the perfect canvas for some striking new colours and
a choice of 15", 16" or 17" alloy wheels. And the compact three-door layout emphasises that dynamic styling.
The honeycomb front grille, lowered front air intake, and sharper looking headlights give the Ibiza a signature style
that’s more ‘Ibiza’ than ever.

And the FR version ups the tempo even further, with its accentuated lines and extra details, like the large front fog
lights with cornering function. The Ibiza SC is made to make your heart beat faster.

IBIZA SC

THIS IS WHERE
YOU FIT IN
Incredibly well
The Ibiza has always been an extremely pleasant place to be, and now with all the
ﬁne-tuning it’s even better. Improvements that keep it ahead of the game include
Kombi covers on the instrument panels, a redesigned steering wheel and control
buttons, upgraded upholstery options, and a large 10.7 litre glove compartment
with interior light. Inside the FR we’ve taken it up a gear, with cool leather upholstery
and sporty leather trimmed steering wheel and gear knob. And with Climatronic
available, it means that the feel is just as gorgeous as the look. Everywhere that is,
apart from the optional hands free function enabled by integrated Bluetooth ®
for the standard four-speaker sound system and your mobile.

We know that every kilometre on the road means more strain on your pocket.
That’s why our top-of-the range SEAT FR comes with new Active Cylinder Technology
(ACT), which reduces fuel consumption without reducing power. The Ibiza FR’s
1.4 TSI ACT 140 HP combines power and responsibility with a number of fuel-saving
features like Start/Stop, Energy Recovery System, Direct Injection TSI and a lighter
and more aerodynamic frame for substantial increases in km per litre and only
109 g/km CO2. Reduce your consumption, not your fun.

But there is one more way you can improve your surroundings. An AUX-in port or
Bluetooth® gives you access to your iPod® or MP3, so you can plug in and drive
along to your perfect tunes.

IBIZA ST
NOW WITH ADDED IBIZA
More of what you love
Feeling spontaneous? The ST is always ready. It’s already up and running with Ibiza DNA, but now has the extra capacity
to take on board all the essentials that you need to make life interesting. Whether it’s something for the weekend,
a small hobby or a great adventure, the ST can always accommodate the things that come along and demand some extra
attention. But bigger still means beautiful. And with its sporty looks and stylish details, the FR demands some attention
of its own. But don’t be fooled, those sleek lines can still swallow all the extra stuff and steal the show at the same time.

IBIZA ST

LIVING LARGE
For those who live to live
You might know how to ingeniously squeeze more out of the day,
but you don’t have to worry about ﬁtting all of its baggage into the
capacious Ibiza. You’ll ﬁnd 284 litres of space in the boot of the SC
coupe, 292 litres in the ﬁ ve-door model, and a rather generous
430 litres of it in the ST estate. All making short work of living a
larger life. With clever storage spaces – including a bigger glovebox
with light - to turn it into the ultimate mobile personal organiser.
You can also pack in a few human beings quite comfortably too,
each of them enjoying generous leg and headroom, so they can
comfortably stretch out, if they feel so reclined.

IBIZA ST

IBIZA CUPRA
THE ULTIMATE
URBANITE
An urban thoroughbred
Even at rest, the all-new CUPRA turns heads. Its unique arrow design catches
the eye: one can’t help but notice the dynamic, defined panels that add balance
and poise. 17" alloy wheels, front and rear LED lights and Bi-Xenon headlights
with Adaptive Front-Lighting System complete the picture. And, of course, what
lies beneath stirs the emotions too. The Biturbo coupled to a unique paddle-driven
direct-shift gearbox performs extraordinarily and moves you effortlessly from
0-100 km/h in 6.9 seconds.

Its ‘best in class’ chassis agility allows you to handle the tightest of city corners
like straights. In the interior, the SEAT Portable System Live* puts you in control
with a complete touch-screen Navigation with voice recognition, on board computer
display, plus Radio/CD/MP3, Bluetooth® connectivity and the new CUPRA Racing
App. The new system includes more functions for your comfort: online local search
destinations, ﬁ xed and mobile radars detection, trafﬁc information in real time
and weather forecast.

IBIZA CUPRA
* Includes one month free Live Services. Lifetime Service available for purchase at Garmin Fresh shop.
To ﬁnd out more please contact your Dealer.

ENGINEERED
FOR ENJOYMENT
Every Ibiza CUPRA is an expression of the SEAT philosophy that technology
and design should be something you feel, not just something you use to get
from A to B.

The Ibiza CUPRA takes the chassis design and high-performance driving
technology developed for the racetrack and applies it to the road. With every
single detail inside and out designed to make every drive an experience to
remember, the Ibiza CUPRA has been engineered for exceptional handling
and road-hugging speed.

Above all, though, it’s a car engineered for fun. Packed with state-of-the-art
technology and featuring the next generation of precision-built engines,
the Ibiza CUPRA is all about maximum driving pleasure.

GOOD
CLEAN FUN

SAFETY FIRST
Well, where else would it be?
There’s more to the Ibiza than just stunning good looks.

Excitement and efﬁciency perfectly in tune

A maximum 5-star Euro NCAP* safety rating and the most advanced

Not only is the Ibiza a great entertainer, it’s also a responsible one.
BRAKE & STOP

NEUTRAL

This is all ensured by a range of powerful yet clean engines that

safety features proves it’s one of the safest cars in it’s class. Head
and chest airbags for driver and passenger, tyre pressure warning

include a 75 HP diesel, responsive petrol units - all emitting less

AIRBAGS.
It’s great to be on the road,
surrounded by friends. And it’s even
better when you’re all surrounded
by safety. The SEAT Ibiza has front
airbags as standard, with curtain
and combined head and chest
airbags¹ as options.

indicator and Hill Hold control, are all included.

than 113 g CO2/km - and even an LPG option. Engines that perfectly

¹ Standard for FR and CUPRA.

combine excitement with efﬁciency, so you can love the road and
There is even a feature that will hopefully make sure none of the

love the planet, both at the same time. Environmental impact is
further reduced by advanced features like Start/Stop and Brake

above are used at all: Electronic Stability Control (ESC) with XDS.

OFF

Energy Regeneration systems, as well as our recognised of ultra
This optional system monitors information from the steering wheel,

green Ecomotive version that has always been responsible but fun.

CLUTCH ACTIVATED

FIRST GEAR

And it’s not often that those two words occur in the same sentence.

tyres, brakes and accelerator, and makes adjustments to keep you
on the right track.

ON

START/STOP SYSTEM.
This system allows you to save fuel and cut down on CO2 emissions.
Start/Stop System activates when you are in a neutral gear position. The engine turns
off completely and remains stopped until you put the foot on the clutch.
To be on the move again, you only need to step on the clutch, shift into ﬁrst gear and the
engine will start automatically.

HILL HOLD CONTROL.
The only way is up, thanks to Hill Hold
Control. The system prevents your car
from rolling back during hill starts by
applying an automatic two second delay in
releasing the brakes.

Average consumption: 3.4 - 5.3 l/100 km. Average mass emissions: 88 - 124 g/km.
*For detailed information go to
www.euroncap.com

REAR PARKING SENSOR.
Rear mounted proximity sensors make parking a breeze, warning you if you get too close when reversing.
It’s good to know someone’s got your back.

A STYLE OF
YOUR OWN
SEAT Ibiza Colour Packs
Design is about more than the way you look.
It’s an attitude, a feeling and a relationship
between you and the car you love to drive.
Design is where form meets function, where
aspiration becomes reality. SEAT Ibiza Colour
Packs give you the chance to express your style
with some stunning design features presented
in three elemental colours.

TITANIUM PACK.
Give your Ibiza that Titanium look with a Colour Pack which includes exterior mirrors and front
grill frame in pure titanium grey. The Titanium Pack also includes 16" Cartago Titanium wheels
(for the Ibiza FR choose from 16" Stratos Titanium or 17" Tagus Titanium).

BLACK PACK.
On the side, its black exterior mirror covers show a distinctive proﬁle. Below, the 16" Cartago
Black Alloy wheels (17" Tagus Black Alloy wheels for the Ibiza FR) leave a big impression. And,
at the front, a stunning grill frame in black is the deﬁnition of urban cool.

WHITE PACK.
The White Pack comes with white exterior mirror covers and a white front grill that instantly
catch the eye. The 15" Marsala White alloys complete a look that brings a touch of authentic
elegance to the road. *not available with White exterior colour

WHERE DO YOU
WANT TO GO?
Technology that redeﬁnes
your driving experience
Convenient, responsive, intuitive… the Ibiza comes with on-board
technology that changes the way you interact with your car. The
Ibiza’s high-tech engineering sets a new standard for smart driving,
with a series of seamless technologies designed to keep you
connected to the word outside.

REAR-VIEW CAMERA.
When you need to keep a close eye on what’s happening behind you, turn on the Rear-View Camera for a perfect
parking experience.

Stay updated and informed about the conditions of the road,
manage your multimedia lifestyle and even learn to become a
better and more eco-responsive driver.

The Ibiza’s on-board technology represents a new way to interface
with your Ibiza, and a new way to get the most out of every second
you spend on the road.

Imagine the possibilities.

BI-XENON LED HEADLIGHTS.
Not just a pretty face. As well as the sparkling eyes of the Ibiza, the Bi-Xenon LED headlights are pin sharp, efﬁcient and highly directional.
Now everything is illuminated.

SEAT PORTABLE SYSTEM LIVE.
The SEAT Portable System Live¹ keeps you connected and in control with complete touch-screen
Navigation with voice recognition, on board computer display, plus Radio/CD/MP3, Bluetooth®
connectivity² and the CUPRA Racing App. The new platform includes more functions for your
comfort: online local search destinations, ﬁxed and mobile radars detection, trafﬁc information
in real time and weather forecast.
¹ Includes one month free Live Services. Lifetime service available for purchase at Garmin Fresh shop. To ﬁnd out
more please contact your Dealer.
² Bluetooth® also available for countries without SEAT Portable System Live availability.

ECO TRAINER.
The SEAT Portable System now incorporates a new function called Eco Trainer, which allows
you to monitor and adjust your driving behaviour in terms of impact on the environment and
fuel consumption. The feedback provided by Eco Trainer will help you to learn how to become
a more efﬁcient and responsible driver. Check the status of your drive, choose different
challenges on the training function and scroll through tips to ﬁnd a more fuel-efﬁcient driving
style. Once you’ve ﬁnished your drive, use Eco Trainer to check your consumption statistics,
save trips and compare the journeys you’ve made.

GET YOUR
KIT ON
Which Ibiza will you take home?

REFERENCE
/ 14" steel wheels URBAN 20/1

/ Power lock (without remote control)

/ Manual mirrors and door handles in black

/ Single front headlights

/ Roof rails in black (only ST)

/ Roof light + boot light

/ Bumpers in body colour

/ Driver & passenger airbags

/ Non visible single exhaust tail pipe

/ ABS

/ Rear spoiler with third brake light

/ iSOFiX and Top Tether anchors

/ Collapsible & height adjustable
steering column
/ Passenger roof handle
(with 2 rear roof handle in ST)
/ Front and rear cupholders (2+1)

in side rear seats (1+1)
/ Three point rear safety belts (3)
/ Enhanced Vehicle Deceleration (Hazard
warning lights and ﬂashing brake lights)
/ Comfort suspension

/ Storage under boot ﬂoor (only ST)
/ Compartments in front door pannels
(also rear for ST)
/ Height adjustable front & rear head restraints
/ Height adjustable driver seat
/ Folding rear seat (no split)
/ 12v socket
/ 10.7 l glovebox with interior light
/ Tailgate with electronic opening
/ Power front windows

IBIZA SC

STYLE
IN ADDITION TO THE REFERENCE TRIM
/ 15" steel wheels URBAN 20/1
/ Electric, heated and folding door mirrors
and door handles in body colour
/ Chromed and double front headlights
/ On board computer
/ Air conditioning
/ Bag in front seat backrest
/ B&C pillars in bright black
/ Roof light with map function and trunk light
/ Split folding rear seats
/ Power locking with remote control

FR
IN ADDITION TO THE STYLE TRIM
/ 16" alloy wheels CARTAGO with 215/45 tyres
/ Head thorax airbag + SBR
/ Fog lamps with cornering function
/ Coming & leaving home function
/ Dark & double front headlights
/ Rear lights with LED
/ Battery in boot (only for engines > 140 HP)
/ Cruise control
/ Car stereo + CD + MP3 + AUX-in + 6 speakers
+ antitheft + roof antenna
/ ABS + ESC + ASR + EBA + XDS
/ FR bumpers in body colour
/ Front & rear FR logo
/ FR suspension
/ FR seats
/ Visible twin exhaust tail pipe
/ FR leather steering wheel and gear stick
/ Digital Audio Broadcasting
/ Red Belts
/ Red Calipers

IBIZA I-TECH
Welcome to a new era of smart driving
Take a look at the future of driving. The Ibiza I-TECH¹ comes with
online technology that connects you to a new driving experience.
SEAT Portable System Live with SEAT CALL, one-year free Live
Services* and Bluetooth®. Tethering for your smartphone, means
you are never off line when you’re on the road.

More fun technology comes in the shape of automatic folding mirrors,
rain sensors, auto-lights, fog lamps, cruise control and SEAT’s
Coming Home function, which automatically keeps your car’s
lights on for longer while you get into your house on a dark night.

But it’s not all about the technology. The I-TECH comes with
stunning 16" titanium alloy wheels and a redesigned Ibiza interior
with steering wheel and gearshift in leather and exclusive I-TECH
upholstery. The I-TECH’s Tossa Blue exterior and I-TECH logo in 3D
on the car’s side are a true statement of uncompromising style.

The Ibiza I-TECH signals a new era of smart driving, with full online
connectivity that keeps you constantly in touch with the world
outside your car.

* Live Services subjected to special offer. Lifetime service available for purchase at Garmin
Fresh shop. To ﬁnd out more please contact your Dealer.
¹ Available for Reference & Style versions.
The Tossa Blue colour shown in the photo is optional for I-TECH.

IBIZA I-TECH

UPHOLSTERY
Feeling good
Our specially selected collection of the ﬁnest leather and cloth
upholstery options feel as good as they look.

LAVANDA AI

R

TITAN BLUE* 10 PIT / PIF

ALOE BT

St

ALCANTARA BLACK BT + PLZ

ARTEMISA BU

St

PIPER EMBOSSÉ CA

¹

ALCANTARA BLACK CA PLZ

FR

St

KILT BW

C

FR

ALCANTARA BLACK BW + PLZ

St

Reference /R/
Style /St/
FR /FR/
Cupra /C/
Serial
Optional
¹ Only for Ibiza I-TECH.
² Upholstery seats for CUPRA with hellgrau seams.
* Menta Venus Grey Central Plain for I-TECH Reference version.

C

²

COLOURS
Hit the right tone
WHITE²/6 B4B4 SOFT

R

St FR

NEVADA WHITE² 2Y2Y METALLIC

ALOR BLUE 5 E4E4

R

St FR

APOLO BLUE² I4I4

METALLIC

METALLIC

R

St FR

C

R

St FR

TOSSA BLUE³ R1R1

TECHNIC GREY² T4T4 METALLIC

PIRINEOS GREY² 0C0C METALLIC

R

St FR

C

ADVENTURE BROWN5 S3S3 METALLIC

R

St FR

EMOCION RED² 9M9M SOFT

R

St FR

C

MONTSANT RED5 V0V0

R

St FR

Reference /R/
Style /St/
FR /FR/
Cupra /C/
Serial
¹ Not available for Ibiza ST.
² Also available for Ibiza I-TECH.
³ Only available for Ibiza I-TECH.
4 Only available for Ibiza SC.
5 Not available for Ibiza I-TECH.
6

Colour not available with White Exterior Pack.

METALLIC

ESTRELLA SILVER² P5P5 METALLIC

METALLIC

R

St FR

C

DYNAMIC GREY4 A8A8 METALLIC

R

St FR

LIMA GREEN¹/5 I3I3

R

St FR

MIDNIGHT BLACK² 0E0E METALLIC

C

METALLIC

R

R

St FR

St FR

C

WHEELS
Get ready to roll

14" URBAN 20/1

16" CARTAGO
Reference /R/

Style /St/

FR /FR/

15" URBAN 20/1

R

Serial

Optional

15" IBIA

St

16" CARTAGO TITANIUM

St

Cupra /C/

R

St

¹ Only available for Ibiza I-TECH Reference.

16" CARTAGO BLACK²
² Only available with Black Pack.

15" IBIA TITANIUM¹

R

St

³ Only available with White Pack.

17" TAGUS

FR

R

15" MARSALA

15" MARSALA WHITE³

St

17" TAGUS TITANIUM

FR

17" TAGUS BLACK²

St

FR

16" STRATOS

FR

16" STRATOS TITANIUM

17" BARCINO

C

17" BARCINO BLACK

FR

C

MORE
ATTENTION.
MORE DETAIL

CHROME HATCHBACK MOULDING 5D.
6J0071360

Enhance your ride
Choose from a range of high quality original SEAT accessories,
designed to let you perfectly tune your Ibiza to your exact needs.

Now available
for download
Find out more about the SEAT
Ibiza online. Check out the sporty
features and youthful spirit that
have made the SEAT Ibiza a living
legend on the road.

ROOF BARS.
6J0071151
SPORT PEDALS.
6J0071701 - 6J0071700

TRAILER HITCH.
6JB092155

SEAT SERVICE

SEAT offers a complete range of Services designed to protect you and offer total peace of mind

Total Service. Total peace of mind
SEAT SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS

SEAT GENUINE ACCESSORIES

Manage your SEAT’s servicing in the most practical way and

Give your car even more personality with the complete range

spread its cost by adding it to your ﬁnance agreement to enjoy

of Genuine SEAT Accessories, ﬁ tted by the experts.

years of peace of mind.
2 YEARS WARRANTY

SEAT EXPRESS
SERVICE

CLEVER REPAIR

BODYWORK
AND PAINT

ACTIVE
INSPECTION

SEAT SERVICE MOBILITY

Every new SEAT bought from an authorised dealer is covered by

Continuous roadside assistance for two years (with the option to

a two year, unlimited mileage manufacturer’s warranty covering

extend). Fast, efﬁcient help 24/7 at home and in over 30 countries

any defects in manufacture or workmanship.

whether you need a replacement car, transport for you and your

MECHANICAL
AND ELECTRICAL

PRE-MOT

PARKING
SERVICE

passengers or overnight accommodation. We will always ﬁnd the

2 YEARS REPAIR WARRANTY

best solution for you.

If your car is repaired at an Authorised SEAT Service point using

SEAT GENUINE
PARTS

Genuine SEAT parts, we offer a 2 year warranty on both parts and
SEAT WARRANTY EXTENSION

labour – with no mileage limit.

Your new SEAT is covered by a comprehensive worldwide warranty

FINANCE

CAR PICKUP
AND DELIVERY

SEAT SERVICE
NETWORK

CAR WASH
SERVICE

INSPECTION AND
MAINTENANCE

covering parts, accessories and labour without mileage restriction.

6-12 YEARS ANTICORROSION WARRANTY

For added peace of mind, you can extend this protection – for worry-

Your new SEAT comes with a fully-galvanised body, which means

free driving in the years to come.

we can offer a full 12 years guarantee against corrosion.

SEAT INSURANCE

COURTESY CAR

Nobody knows your SEAT car better than SEAT. By choosing SEAT

The SEAT Authorised Service Network will offer you a replacement

Insurance, you know that your SEAT is always in the hands of our

vehicle at a very reasonable price so you can get about while your

SEAT Service experts. SEAT Insurance is a fully comprehensive

car is in our workshop.

insurance speciﬁcally and exclusively designed for SEAT cars,
ensuring you the best of protections.

SEAT CUSTOMER CARE
We’re here 24 hours a day every day to answer your questions
and solve any problems you have with your SEAT. Just email
xxxx@seat.xx or call XXXXXXXXX.

We are Spanish and German. We are passionate perfectionists. We are emotional technologists. Everything we know,
is everything you feel. We give design a purpose. We bring technology to life. We call it TECHNOLOGY TO ENJOY. We are SEAT.

SEAT recommends

SEAT is committed to a policy of continuous product development and reserves the right to make changes to specifications, colours and prices without notice.
The information in this brochure can therefore be given as guidance only. While SEAT makes every effort to ensure that specifications are accurate at the time
of publication, you should always check with your authorised SEAT Partner for the latest information. Due to limitations of the printing process the colours
reproduced in this brochure may vary slightly from the actual paint colour and material. This vehicle and all its parts, as well as the original spares, were
designed according to the Legal Regulations governing the prevention and minimisation of Environmental Impact, through the use of recycled/recyclable
materials, with measures taken to achieve suitable recycling for the conservation and improvement of environmental quality.
11/2014. Printed in Spain.

seat.com

